TEACHING STAY
Stay means that your dog should remain exactly in the position in which you left him until he is told he can move. This can either be a sit or down position. Two things release the dog from Stay. One is your release word (o.k) when you are at their side, and the other is another request, which would automatically override the previous one to Stay - (come) from a distance. Stay is only released by you when you are next to your dog with your release word. Do not release him from a distance. If you intend on releasing with (come) - you may do this from a distance. Your dog must learn to have patience and remain calm and passive when in the Stay position and wait for your return before he gets up.
There are three stages to the Stay command. Begin with the most intermediate level - Duration. And progress steadily, according to your own personal accomplishments. Adding distance and distractions for a more reliable dog. Begin by only asking for what your dog is capable of doing. If your dog is not successful, remember it is not his fault. You might be asking too much, asking the situation too difficult for your dog at this particular time, or your dog does not understand how to do what you are asking. Never move ahead to the next step until your dog is successful for at least ten attempts with the prior step. You are better off to go backwards and end with a successful attempt than to move forward too quickly.
Step 1: Begin by cueing your dog to a Sit by your side. You will automatically "label" his actions with the verbal cue Stay, since he is already giving the desired behavior. You are labeling and teaching your dog what his behavior means - "Stay". Tell him to Stay. During this Command you may repeat the word Stay, as it is only a reminder, encourage your dog with praise as he is staying in position. Praise as you stand still next to him for 2-3 seconds, give the treat, wait 2 seconds, then release with o.k. as you take a few steps to encourage him to get up. Do not treat him as he gets up - you must only reward him for staying in his "Stay Position" Build up to 30 seconds to 5 minutes in Sit Position.
If at any time, your dog thinks about getting up before he is released, tell him Wrong or Eh-Eh! (your negative marker), meaning rethink your option. If he remains sitting after your warning, calmly praise him. If he continually gets up every time you offer him a treat, just put it away and start again (very treat motivated dogs "stay" better without reinforcement treats). He will eventually learn that no treats are given if he gets up. If he waits to take the treat and gets up as soon as you offer it, you must teach him that food treats are not a release, they just mean good job and reinforce that what he is doing is correct. Therefore, as you are giving him the treat, remind him to Stay. Immediately praise him for 2 seconds and then release him. Never give a food treat on the release of this command. It is only given to reinforce a calm, inactive position, not on the completion of it.
Begin teaching this command in a very non distracting area. Once it is perfected in one area or situation, re-teach it from step 1 in a new exciting location. Eventually leading up to outdoor training. Move slowly - build up to at least a 1 minute stay before attempting distance or adding distractions; set your dog up to success.

